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The
Constant
Comparison
Disorder

Taking Over Our Lives
Our obsession with feeling connected on social media has given rise to a new
syndrome that’s putting our self-esteem and happiness at risk…
oes she get paid more than me? Is her flat
better than mine? Is her boyfriend hotter?
Why can’t I charm the pants off strangers
like she can? These are all questions that
used to run through Olivia Foster’s mind
on a daily basis. Checking Facebook and Instagram
on the hour, the 26-year-old writer from London
used to be obsessed with comparing every aspect
of her life to other women’s.
But rather than motivating her to keep up, it
made Olivia find fault with her own life, leaving her
feeling drained and depressed. And experts say she’s
not alone – social media-induced anxiety actually
affects over 60 per cent of us. In fact, our dependence
upon Facebook and Instagram, together with the
often overwhelming pressure to be successful in
every aspect of our lives (or at least to appear so),
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has even prompted psychologists to coin it CCD,
or Constant Comparison Disorder.
‘A certain amount of competition between women
(and men) is natural,’ explains psychotherapist Hilda
Burke. ‘It’s human nature. But people with CCD often
choose to compare something they’re already feeling
down about – a job they hate or a tough relationship,
so they’re basically setting themselves up for a serious
blow to their self-esteem.’
And this was certainly true for Olivia. ‘My whole life
revolved around comparing myself to other women,’
she tells Look. ‘The only way I knew how to evaluate
my self-worth was to compare myself directly to
others. I was skint, so I’d spend hours poring over
friends’ endless holiday photos, wondering why
I was stuck at home, and I had constant wardrobe
envy of my wealthier mates. I never felt like
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avoid seeing her
altogether, to the
point that I’ve missed
out on uni reunions
and have grown
apart from our
mutual friends.’
‘CCD can easily
become toxic and
damaging to your
mental health,
I’ve seen patients
who have lost all
their confidence
because of this
behaviour,’ explains
Hilda. ‘Negativity
spreads, so it’s
likely that even if
you just begin to
Yeah, but underneath
compare one aspect
they want your
successful career
of your life, say your
disposable cash,
I matched up, so I ended up feeling
you’ll soon seek out proof that
even more rubbish about myself.’
you’re failing elsewhere. Of course,
But CCD isn’t something that
if you can take inspiration from
only us nine-to-fivers suffer with. Just
other people’s success and good
earlier this month, comments made
choices, that’s great, but if not, it’s
by Taylor Swift suggested she may
time to cut back on your social media
have spent many of her formative
use. Try thinking about
years comparing herself to her female
the positives in your own life
counterparts – and (eventually)
and how you can build on them.’
only learning with age that it was
And for Olivia, it was only when
pretty futile. ‘You should not be
she realised it was the CCD – and
threatened by women who are
not herself – which was making
pretty and charismatic at what
her miserable that she knew it
they do,’ she said. ‘You’ll never
had to stop. ‘Comparing myself
really feel like you’re part of the
with my friends wasn’t motivating
“in” crowd, but growing up means
me to make better choices, it
that matters to you less and less.’
was just making me feel rubbish
It’s easier said than done, though.
about myself,’ she says. ‘Since
Psychologists across the country are
then, I’ve tried to focus on the
concerned that relentlessly scoring
things I can do to change parts
ourselves against the achievements
of my life I wasn’t happy with,
of others, whether it’s photos of their
and on my mates – who apparently
new home or the amount of cash
like me regardless of whether
they spend on a night out, will have
I have the latest iPad or not.’
a significant impact on our mental
health and leave us with a permanent
feeling of underachievement.
CCD sufferer Carly Carter, 29, from
Psychotherapist Hilda Burke explains how to spot and overcome it
Surrey, knows that her obsession is
Signs You
affecting her confidence – and her
Tips To Beat It
friendships. ‘I’ve got one university
success won’t be
OCut back on social
Have CCD
friend who I’m obsessed with stalking
thrust in your face.
media. Cold turkey
O You feel worse about
on Instagram, and it’s scary how
OIf you genuinely
probably won’t work
yourself after visiting
much importance I place on her
want what others
but try to halve your
a social media site than
life over my own,’ she explains.
have, remove them
normal usage.
you did before.
‘She’s forever posting about how
from the equation
ORather than envy
OYou have certain
romantic her husband is, the massive
and focus on the goal.
people, ask yourself
people whose updates
house they’re buying in the suburbs
OWrite the most
if there’s something
you always hone in
and I know she’s just been promoted
bragging Facebook
you can learn from
on (who are not your
– while I’m single, live in a one-bed
status you can think
their success.
close friends).
flat and have no money left over
of that’s true to your
OIf there are specific
OYou find yourself
at the end of the month. I feel so
people who you focus
own life. Don’t post
re-assessing your own
resentful that I haven’t got what
on, block them from
it, but appreciate
choices after seeing an
she has, and it’s actually made me
your newsfeed – their what you have.
update from someone.

I’d
spend
hours
poring
over
friends’
endless
holiday
photos
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Do You Have CCD?
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